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SIA ACQUIRING
FRAUD PREVENTION
Much more than pure merchant scoring
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SIA Acquiring
Fraud Prevention
The outsourced service for POS traffic
management
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KEY BENEFITS

The acquiring business is constantly
growing, making its way to new sectors, new
commercial areas, a source of extremely
interesting revenues as well as a source of
hidden risks, new or deriving from existing
ones. Whatever the domain the Acquirer
decides to play in, SIA offers the Client an
effective upfront detection solution, helping
to keep the chargeback ratio low, enabling
powerful protection of the Client against
fraudulent merchants, and allowing the
boarding of new merchants in risky sectors
(like gambling or e-commerce).

Adaptation to new
fraud patterns
Protection of Acquirer
reputation and image
Reduced back office fraud
management costs
Reduced risk of frauds
and annexed costs
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OVERVIEW

ARCHITECTURE

The acquiring scenario is becoming more and more
challenging due to the compressed International
schemes’ interchange fees, the cross border
merchant boarding process and, overall, the
merchant service charge tuning. Acquirers, playing
with these constraints, more than ever have to
reduce losses due to frauds and can take
advantage of the best in class Fraud Risk
Management solution offered by SIA in
cooperation with INFORM: RiskShield.
Flexible, automated and intelligent, RiskShield
assesses risks and prevents frauds within a whole
set of different channels and applications.
Fully integrated with SIA Frontend authorization
and Acquiring backend processing systems,
RiskShield protects the Client from frauds by
utilizing several complementary techniques like
fuzzy logic, pattern recognition based on dynamic
profiles, recognition of networks and external lists.

The RiskShield product suite consists of three
different components:

RiskShield
-Server
Processing decision
engine running
24/7

RiskShield
-Client
Rule and pattern
building as well as
analysis, simulation
and optimization
of fraud prevention
systems

RiskShield
-Investigator
Alert and case
management
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DATA STREAMS
RiskShield can be connected to different data
sources and be fed by diverse data streams.
Depending on the data stream, RiskShield
processes data in real time, near real time and
batch. The main data streams used for the
Acquiring domain are: Master data (merchant,
ATM, terminal), Transaction data (authorization
requests,
postings/clearing
data,
retrieval
requests, chargebacks, etc.), Fraud bulletins from
card schemes (MasterCard, VISA) and Case
investigation results.
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Data Stream

Data Stream
Data Source

Data Source

RISK
SHIELD
Processing data
in real time

Processing data
batch

DECISION LOGIC
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RiskShield runs a powerful decision logic engine
that allows:
very flexible rule modeling and
prototyping with graphical support

rapid
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decision logic update without any system downtime (both direct or via four-eyes principle)
white/grey/blacklist

dynamic profiles: most recent transactions,
master data changes available as soon as they
are processed, sequences of transactions
detected over different data sources
fuzzy logic (rule can be built on structure of qualitative description used in everyday language)

CASE INVESTIGATOR
AND HANDLING
RiskShield eases the Case handling, making the
user activity proficient thanks to:
multichannel investigation workflow with online
statistics

investigation results update profiles and
database

multi-tenancy

multiple cases bulk termination
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About SIA
SIA is European leader in the design, creation and
management of technology infrastructures and services
for Financial and Central Institutions, Corporates and
Public Administration bodies, in the areas of payments,
e-money, network services and capital markets.

SIA Group provides its services in around 40 countries,
and also operates through its subsidiaries in Hungary
and South Africa. The company has offices in Milan and
Brussels.

SIA GROUP

SIA GROUP key numbers
in 2014

SIA
the parent
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Emmecom
innovative network
applications for banks
and businesses
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Perago
in South Africa

9.2 billion
credit transfers
and collections

Utrecht
Brussels
Milan
Rome

3 billion
card payments

Budapest
Macerata

30.2 billion
trading and post-trading
transactions

Pi4Pay
services for Payment
Institutions

326 terabytes
data carried
on the network
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SIA Central Europe
in Hungary

1,500
employees

TSP
front-end services
for companies and P.A.
Pretoria

SIA S.p.A.

Via Francesco Gonin, 36 - 20147 Milan

Tel. + 39.02.6084.1

€426.3 million
revenues

europe@sia.eu

www.sia.eu

